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RESPONSE TO THE INSPECTOR’S MATTERS & ISSUE ON BEHALF OF WALTER ENERGY – MATTER 7: 

ENVIRONMENT & RESOURCES 

 

1.1 By way of introduction our client, Walter Energy, owns and operates Aberpergwm Mine at 

Glynneath. Aberpergwm Mine supplies high quality anthracite coal, including specialist 

metallurgical coal for use in pulverised coal injection at the TATA Steel Works in Port Talbot. 

The mine also supplies coal for use at Aberthaw Power Station along with high quality domestic 

coal products which are distributed nationwide. In July 2014, a Planning Application (Ref: 

P2014/0729) was submitted to Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council for the continued, 

long-term development of Aberpergwm Mine, including a major extension and reconfiguration 

of the underground coal workings, the creation of a mine waste repository and mine surface 

development. The application is due to be determined later this year.   

Key Issue 

Do the policies and proposals on this matter achieve the relevant objectives of the LDP in a 

sustainable manner consistent with the Wales Spatial Plan (WSP) and national policy? Are 

they based on robust and credible evidence? Are they clear, reasonable and appropriate?  

1.2 As stated in our previous representations, we have serious concerns that the Council’s policies 

in respect of future coal working (particularly Policy M1, Policy M2 and the identified ‘coal 

safeguarding areas’) will not fully achieve the relevant objectives of the LDP/WSP in relation to 

the sustainable and efficient use of natural resources. The intention/thrust of the WSP, as well 

as other national minerals planning policy (including the MPPW and MTAN2), is to ensure that 

natural resources are utilised sustainably and efficiently and that finite mineral resources are 

safeguarded from unnecessary sterilisation. The LDP does not currently propose to safeguard 

any deep/underground coal resources despite there being existing, proposed and potential 

future underground mining in the Plan area. Given this, there is the potential for this coal to be 

needlessly sterilised, for example through ‘operational sterilisation’ as the result of the 

development of sensitive surface structures (such as wind turbines). To be clear, operational 

sterilisation occurs when workable coal is left in-situ during underground mining operations as 

a consequence of the presence of sensitive surface structures and the resultant liabilities of the 

mine operator under the Subsidence Act and related licensing obligations to the Coal 

Authority. The potential for underground coal reserves to be operationally sterilised as a result 
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of ‘sensitive non-mineral surface development’ is highlighted in the attached pre-application 

advice letter from the Coal Authority – dated 3rd July 2014 (see Appendix A).  

1.3 In summary, we do not consider that the minerals policies contained within the LDP are 

appropriate or consistent with national policy (including the WSP). The minerals policies do not 

meet the soundness tests set out in Local Development Plans Wales (2005) including the 

consistency tests (particularly C1, C2 and C3) and the coherence and effectiveness tests (in 

particular CE2).  

Minerals  

Is the policy framework sufficient to deal with all future proposals for coal mining including 

underground operations?  

1.4 As stated throughout our previous representations, given that the County Borough has 

substantial deep coal reserves and existing, proposed and potential future proposals for 

underground coal working (with related surface developments, including mine waste disposal 

and colliery infrastructure) that are likely to come forward during the Plan period, the LDP 

needs a policy and related text concerning underground coal operations. This would provide 

the necessary framework and context for decisions on this form of coal mining and would 

balance with the policy and text for surface coal operations. The level of current and 

anticipated future interest in deep (underground) coal extraction in the Neath Port Talbot 

County Borough is a relatively unique and locally distinctive issue. As mentioned previously, the 

coal is of high quality and is an important component element in steel production. The working 

of such coal is important to the local, national and international economy. The Local 

Development Plan needs to take account of this locally distinctive issue and ensure that an 

appropriate policy framework is in place to assess future planning proposals over the course of 

the Plan period.   

1.5 We are disappointed that despite our comments/objections in relation to the LDP Deposit Plan 

(and the objections of The Coal Authority and Coal Pro) the Council did not propose to amend 

the Minerals section of the LDP/insert a new policy dealing with future deep (underground) 

mining proposals and the safeguarding of known deep coal reserves from needless sterilisation 

as part of their ‘Focused Changes’.  
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1.6 We consider that an additional policy dealing with underground coal proposals/safeguarding is 

necessary to make the LDP sound. This would ensure consistency and is both logical and 

justified given the potential strategic importance of sustaining supplies of high quality coals 

(which supply both the energy supply market and the local steel industry) from underground 

sources in the County Borough. In our view the LDP is not sound in its current form as the 

approach to future coal working is inconsistent and does not have sufficient regard to policies 

in MTAN 2: Coal, including specific references to underground coal working as follows 

(paragraph 226, emphasis added): 

‘In considering an application for coal working by underground mining, the MPA will need 

to be satisfied, in addition to other relevant considerations for coal working, that:  

 the arrangements for the disposal of waste materials arising from the development are 

acceptable; 

 the level of likely subsidence is acceptable; 

 the methods of transporting coal and colliery waste are acceptable; and 

 the siting and design of any surface development is acceptable.’ 

1.7 It appears from the LDP Proposals Map that the Council are seeking to safeguard ‘primary’ and 

‘secondary’ shallow coal reserves i.e. coal to be extracted by opencast methods. There does 

not appear to be any safeguarding afforded to deep coal i.e. coal to be extracted by 

underground methods. As demonstrated by the Pen Y Cymoedd Wind Farm appeal (see 

Decision Letter and Planning Permission attached at Appendix B) and the recent Hirfynydd 

Wind Farm appeal – which is currently ongoing – it is possible for deep coal reserves to be 

operationally sterilised or their extraction hindered by development of sensitive surface 

features, such as wind turbines. The Mining Statement of Common Ground prepared during 

the course of the Hirfynydd Wind Farm appeal highlights the substantial levels of underground 

coal that can be operationally sterilised as a result of the presence of sensitive surface 

development (see Appendix C). We can only assume that the Proposals Map has drawn the 

coal resource information from the National Minerals Map of Wales, which the topic paper 

clearly indicates is showing only shallow coals of potential economic interest for opencast 

extraction. It has not taken full account of “all available information” (MPPW, paragraph 15) 

and information from “coal producers” (MPPW, paragraph 16) on the extent of the coal 
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resource or proposals for future extraction of the deep coal resource. Clearly the topic paper at 

paragraph 3.1.2 and 3.1.5 indicates an intention to take account of underground coal working 

and the safeguarding of these resources. This aim is echoed by the Coal Authority’s Planning 

Policy Objectives in regards to deep coal resources/sensitive surface developments.  

1.8 In addition to the above, since the publication of the NPT Deposit Plan a major Planning 

Application (including EIA) has been submitted for the long-term development of underground 

coal working and related surface development at Aberpergwm Mine. These proposals are of a 

strategic scale, have considerable potential importance for the County Borough (and South 

Wales) and have a potential positive bearing on levels of coal supply from the County Borough 

across the whole of the plan period. It is also likely that other related proposals, such as the 

potential reopening of the Treforgan drift (to provide a secondary access), will also come 

forward during the Plan period. To provide some level of certainty to both the mine operator 

as well as local communities we consider there is strong justification for the LDP to 

acknowledge these potential developments and to provide a policy framework for considering 

these proposals as they are brought forward during the Plan period. MPPW seeks to provide 

certainty in the future extraction of energy minerals, and states that ‘Mineral Planning 

Authorities should therefore consider all available information on the extent of energy mineral 

resources’ (paragraph 15, emphasis added). Furthermore MTAN2 (paragraph 43, emphasis 

added) states that: 

‘...where the CA or the coal industry has knowledge of long term proposals for 

underground coal working, they should inform the MPA. This will enable any potential 

impacts to be considered for other proposals coming forward in the LDP.’  

1.9 It is clear from MTAN2 that the MPA should be acknowledging in the LDP current and potential 

future underground coal working at Aberpergwm Mine. Furthermore, the MPA should be 

putting in place a policy framework to deal with future underground coal operations and to 

ensure that workable underground coal reserves are safeguarded from sensitive development 

which may lead to their sterilisation. This issue is brought further into focus given that a TAN8 

Strategic Search Area (for wind energy developments) is located in the Borough. It is vital that a 

policy framework is put in place to provide a level of certainty and resolve potential future 

land-use conflicts between underground (deep) coal mining and sensitive surface 

developments. In practical terms, without an appropriate policy framework in place it is likely 

that there will be repeated planning appeals as a result of this land-use conflict (and the LDP 
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would have failed to address a locally important land-use issue). This is obviously not in the 

public interest.  

Are Policies M1 and M2 sufficiently clear? Do they need rewording to be consistent with 

national policy? 

1.10 In our view, Policy M1 needs re-wording and clarifying. It is currently unclear whether it is the 

Council’s intention to safeguard primary and secondary surface coal resources only or to 

safeguard primary/secondary surface coal resources and deep coal that has the potential to be 

worked during the Plan period. If the Council’s intention is the former, we do not consider this 

to be consistent with the thrust and intent of the WSP, MPPW or MTAN2. To ensure that 

workable, deep coal resources are not needlessly sterilised, the mineral safeguarding areas (as 

referred to in Policy M1) should include areas of known deep coal which have the potential to 

be worked in the Plan period – including the proposed Aberpergwm underground extension 

area. 

1.11 In conclusion, the minerals policies contained within the LDP do not meet the soundness tests 

set out in Local Development Plans Wales (2005) as they are not consistent with national policy 

(thus fail to meet tests C1, C2 and C3) and are not coherent or effective (thus fail to meet test 

CE2). In our opinion, the LDP does not currently include an effective or appropriate policy 

framework for determining underground (deep) coal mining proposals nor does it safeguard 

known deep coal reserves with the potential to be worked during the Plan period from 

needless operational sterilisation. To resolve these failings the following amendments should 

be made in respect of the LDP:  

 The Council’s mineral/coal safeguarding area (as referenced in Policy M1) should 

include areas of known underground (deep) coal reserves which have the potential to 

be worked during the Plan period – including existing/proposed underground coal 

reserves at Aberpergwm Mine; 

 A new policy should be inserted in the LDP in respect of underground (deep) coal 

operations to provide a framework for determining future planning applications and to 

provide greater clarity/certainty on this locally distinctive issue.  
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200 Lichfield Lane 
Berry Hill 
Mansfield 
Nottinghamshire 
NG18 4RG 
 
Tel:  01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries) 
  
Email:  planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk 
 
Web:   www.coal.gov.uk/services/planning 
  
 
 
 

 

 

Mr S. Heaton 
Heaton Planning Ltd 
 
[By Email Only: simon@heatonplanning.co.uk] 

 
03 July 2014 
  
 
Dear Mr Heaton 
 
PRE APPLICATION ADVICE – Aberpergwm Underground Coal Mine, Glynneath, 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough 
 
Thank you for your consultation letter which we received on the 18 June 2014 seeking the 
views of The Coal Authority on the above in its capacity as a statutory consultee.  We have 
obviously been aware of your longstanding interest and investment in the Aberpergwm 
project. 
 
The Coal Authority is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department of 
Energy and Climate Change.  As a statutory consultee, The Coal Authority has a duty to 
respond to planning applications and development plans in order to protect the public and 
the environment in mining areas. 
 
As the owner of the coal, The Coal Authority encourages and supports planning 

proposals which are seeking to extract coal in environmentally and socially acceptable 
ways to meet the energy market requirements.  Modern energy mineral extraction can be 
by underground, surface or indeed by new unconventional hydrocarbon methods. 
 
The Coal Authority established a specialist department, Planning and Local Authority 
Liaison, to manage statutory consultee duties.  We respond to all stages of emerging local 
planning polices, provide free pre-application advice upon request and comment upon 
planning applications.  We aim to add value to the planning system with our knowledge 
and information to raise the profile of coal as an energy mineral and the legacy of past coal 
mining.   
 
It is essential that the local planning policies and the planning application determination 
processes take account of the presence of minerals.  The fundamental principle of 
minerals planning is that minerals can only be worked where they are found.  
Consequently alongside this it is equally important that minerals are not unnecessarily 
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sterilised by non-mineral surface development since this could prejudice future 
generations’ ability to meet their needs.  It can also be the case that sensitive non-mineral 
surface development can further sterilise minerals in operational terms, i.e. the ability to 
mine coal using underground methods.   Indeed such operational sterilisation did occur in 
the district of Selby where a new glass making factory sterilised the operational face of 
Kellingley Colliery such that an alternative faces had to be developed.   
 
Obtaining financial securities as part of the Coal Authority’s licensing process is required to 
cater for potential subsidence damage to surface development caused by underground 
mining in case of potential default by the licensee.  As we have indicated previously the 
level of financial security that the Coal Authority will require will increase in proportion 
according to the level of potential subsidence risk to the non-mineral surface development 
which is consented above planned underground coal workings.  
 
The UK energy mix includes coal and therefore it is important that proposals come forward 
to ensure the continued supply of good quality indigenous coal for the market.  Coal 
currently provides the basis for around 35-40% of the electricity generated in the UK.  You 
will be undoubtedly be aware of RWE’s carbon capture work underway at the Aberthaw 
Power Station through which RWE propose to retain a need for indigenous coal production 
in South Wales for the foreseeable future. 
 
The Coal Authority believes that the indigenously mined coal is preferable than reliance 
upon imports.  Coal supplied from within the UK offers security against the volatility of 
international coal prices, freight rates, exchange rates and a reliance on port capacity.  It 
should, therefore, be recognised that the importation of coal from many thousands of miles 
away has its own environmental footprint by way of increased transport related carbon and 
sulphur emissions.  The ability of the industry to continue its significant contribution to the 
energy supply in the UK is dependent equally on success in an extremely competitive 
energy market place and success through a rigorous planning system.   
 
We will of course comment on your planning application in due when consulted in 
accordance the planning regulations.  As you will be aware we also commented on the 
proposal to erect wind turbines on the land above Aberpergwm mine.  Those comments 
will have been passed to the Inspector as part of the LPA’s appeal documentation. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

R. A. Bust 
 
Miss Rachael A. Bust B.Sc.(Hons), MA, M.Sc., LL.M., AMIEnvSci., MInstLM, MCMI, MRTPI 

Chief Planner / Principal Manager 
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Disclaimer 
 
The above consultation response is provided by The Coal Authority as a Statutory 
Consultee and is based upon the latest available data and records held by The Coal 
Authority on the date of the response.  The comments made are also based upon only the 
information provided to The Coal Authority in relation to this specific planning proposal. 
The views and conclusions contained in this response may be subject to review and 
amendment by The Coal Authority if additional or new data/information (such as a revised 
Coal Mining Risk Assessment) is provided by the Local Planning Authority or the Applicant 
for consultation purposes. 
 
 



Appendix B – Pen y Cymoedd Decision Letter and Planning Permission Notice 

  

































































































































































Appendix C – Mining Statement of Common Ground (Hirfynydd Wind Farm Appeal)  



Section 78 Town and Country Planning Act 1990

Town and Country Planning Appeals (Determination by Inspectors) (Inquiries Procedure)

(Wales) Rules 2003 (as amended)

Applicant: Wind Ventures UK limIted

local Planning Authority: Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council

Application by Wind Ventures UK Limited for a revised scheme comprising 9 (previously 14)

wind turbines on farmland adjoining forestry East of Crynant and South of Seven Sisters,

Neath.

STATEMENT OF COMMON GROUND between:

Neath Port Talbot County Borough Coundl and Energybuild Limited

Planning Inspectorate Reference: APPjY6930!A!13/2209942

Hirfnydd Wind Farm

August 2014



Areas of ARreemènt

The Mine

1. Energybuild is responsible for satisfying all claims made under the Coal Mining
Subsidence Act 1991 in rel.ation to subsidence damage which affects land within the
Area of Responsibilty for the time being designated under their operating licence.

2. In order to secure that Energybuild are able to meet their present and future

liabilties in relation to subsidence damage, the Coa.1 Authority requires Energybuild
to provide security,in a form and substance approved by the Authority, in relation
to their subsidence Iiabîlties.

3. For the purposes of assisting the Coal Authority in determining the amount or value

of the security, Energybuild is required under theterms of licence to submit :-

(a) Plans and sections showing the date of commencement, the extent, location
and nature of thecoalwmining operations that the licensee intends to carry out
during the following twelve months;

(b) The best estimate of the Licensee, prepared on a basis satisfactory to the
Authority, of the anticipated cost of all undischarged and projected claims in
relation to subsidence damage;

(c) Details of the security proposed by the operator to meet the requirements of
the operating licence.

4. The estimated cost of discharging claims in respect of subsidence damage to

Hirfnydd wind farm would be .subject to individual technical assessment which
would include detailed consideration of:w
a) the subsurface ground conditions;
b) the structural design of the wind farm including :w

. foundations,

. form and size of the structures,

. construction materials,

. soundness and vulnerability to ground movement;

c) the extent of predicted ground movements;

dl the likelihood and extent of damage to 
the structures.

5. Estimates of vertical subsidence, horizontal ground strain, displacement and slope
should be made by reference to the National Coal Boards' subsidence Engineers'
Handbook having due regard to its limitations. The calculations should have due
regard to any definitively proposed mine layout, operating depths, thickness of
extraction and the dimensions and programme of extraction of the mine workings.
Where mine layouts cannot be regarded to be definitive, consideration is reqUired
to be given to reasonably foreseeable mine layouts.

6. A westward expansion ofthe mine is proposed in Energybuilds planning application
as shown indicatively on Drawing Nos CA10601wOO1RevA and 002RevA.



7. The operating licence includes for 5 seams. However, the target seams are the Nine
Feet and Eighteen Feet, which are ultimately proposed to be worked in all of the
zone areas. Indicative mine layöuts for a forward 15 year period are shown on the
drawings referred to in paragraph 6.

8. Mining operations are currently taking place in the Eighteen Feet seam within Zone

1 and wil then progress in a westerly direction into the Nine Feet seam in Zone i as
shown in Drawing No. CA 10601~OOlRevA.

The Wind Farm

9. The proposed Hirfnydd Wind farm is not currently within the Area of Responsibilty
but falls within Zones Z2 al1d Z3 as shown on Drawing No CAl0601-004RevA within
Energybuild's planning application.

10. The wind turbines wil have a limited tilt tolerance which is to be specified by the
turbine manufacturer but is yet to be agreed. The limits wil need to have regard to
the construction accuracy, settlement loading, operational loads and mining

induced movements.

11. Wind turbines utilise complex condition monitoring sensors and software. They are
designed to be capable of tolerating an amount of tilt during operation. Excessive
tilt would however be expected to result in damage being caused to the turbine and
render it unsafe to operate.

12. Design features, to mitigate the impact of subsidence on wind turbines, are required
to be designed and built into the foundations and/or turbines to avoid damage

occurring.

13. Provided that design features are fully effective, the likelihood and extent of
remedial work to a. wind turbine, with regard to mining subsidence, could be

expected to be limited to the effects of differential subsidence of the ground

beneath the turbine which may cause the structure to tilt. Within reason, the
vertical component of movement does not in itself pose an issue for wind turbines
but tilt could cause damage to the turbines during the working life of the mine.

The Wind Farm and Subsidence

14. On the basis of Energybuilds mining proposals all the turbines within the Hirfnydd
Wind Farm would potentially be affected by mining subsidence from the
exploitation of both the Nine Feet and Eighteen Feet seams of coaL.



15. The programme for the Wind Farm construction and the mine development means
that the wind farm will have been constructed prior to the identification of a
deflnitive mine layout. This therefore precludes 

a phased wind farm construction in

symp.athy with the mining operations. Additionally, in view of the extensive area of
coal within Influencing distance of the site of the wind farm, each turbine could be
affected by a number of individual. subsidence events over 

Its design ílfe (2Syrs)

exposing the Individual turbines to multiple episodes of displacement and tilt that
would require the turbine design to facilitate multiple mitigation and remedial work
to keep them operational.

16. It is agreed that utl1sing a multi-entrv mine layout and leaving stable coal pilars In-
situ would be likely to result In minimal subsidence which is unlikely to have an
adverse effect on the operation of the wind turbines. 

However, It is not the stated

intention of Energybuild to leave unworked stable pilars in-situ.

17. Amendments to the mine layout to prevent damage to the wind farm in the

absence of any fully effective mitigation meëlsures could result in sterilisation of a
significant proportion of the coal resource within the support area for the wind
farm. The proportion sterilsed would be governed by the acceptable tolerance of
the turbines, design of appropriate supporting pilar sizes based on internationally

recognised factors of safety to ensure that 
any surface subsident;e would be

negligible. The support area for the wind farm is estimated tQ Include some 22

millon tonnes of run of mine coal collectively within the Nine Feet and Eighteen
Feet seams. In order to mine and avoid. damage to the turbines, a system of mining
would need to be adopted with stable pillars being left in-situ giving long term
support to the overlying surface which would reduce extraction rates to c.23% (Sm

Tonnes) compared to between approximately 69-88% recovery (lS.2-19.4m Tonnes)
expected from the proposed longwall, shortwall and multi entry with secondary
extraction proposals.

18. Subsidence estimates based on an agreed reasonably foreseeable, but at this stage
conjectured, mine layout using the Subsidence Engineers' Handbook (SEH) involving

the working of 300m wide panelS or the equivalent thereof in both the 9ft and 18ft
seams laid out in parallel and overlaid panel-an-panel, indicates that the estimated

maximum tilt that the turbine foundations could be subjected to resulting from
mining subsidence is as follows:

a) Mining only the Nine Feet .seam -1 in 81 (0.71");
b) Mining only the Eighteen Feet Seam -1 in 72 (0.80");
c) Combined mining operations in both the Nine and Eighteen Feet seams -1 in 38

(1.51");
d) Combined effect for both seams having regard to SEH limitations and including a

South Wales factor to reflect the complex geological structure in this region
(+20%) based on caution - 1 in 32 (1.79°).

e) Combined effect of the indicative mine layouts referred to in the ESI shown on
the drawings referred to at paragraph 6, having regard to the combination of



longwall panels and multi-entry with secondary pilar extraction utilsing the
basic princIples set out in SEH and adding a local factor of 2.5% based on caution
-1 in 38 (1.51°).

19. No predictive models are available for estimating the level of subsidence caused by
partial pillar extraction used in conjunctIon with bord and pilar or multi entry working.
However, it is agreed that 100% pilar extraction would result in similar levels of
subsidence, and therefore tilt, as the longwall mining referred to 18 above. It was also
agreed that the level of subsidence would be likely to be proportional to the percentage
of extraction (such that, for example, pillar extraction of 80% in both seams would
result in a 1:48 (1.19°) tilt, without applying a cautionary South Wales factor.

20. Design Features and Remedial Measures

21. In principle design features are considered in theory to be able to in varying degrees
mitigate/remedîate mining induced damage. The appellant has provided notional
proposals in the URS report dated March 2013 and in other technical references,
but as yet these have not been demonstrated as feasible or practicable to
NPT/Energybuild's satisfaction to protect against the predicted subsidence at this
site.

22. Whilst the principle of design features is agreed, Însuffcient details are currently

available to provide for further agreement for the parties to be able to agree that
the reasonably foreseeable predicted levels of mining induced subsidence and tilt
can be adequately mitigated. ItfoUows that the abilty of the design
features/remedial works to adequately mitigate the predicted levels of tilt caused
by mining induced subsidence has been' included as an item in dispute for the time
being. In designing the wind farm it is WV UK Ltds stated intention is that they are
not seeking to Iìmit or constrain the method of mining or mining layout.

23. liaison between the mÎne owner J operator and the wind farm developer / operator
during the mining operations, in particular the annual review of mine plans, can
allow planning of remedial measures where needed on the basis of the projected
encroachment of mine workings and the related predictions of subsidence, strain
and tilt. Such a liaison between organisations controlling or maintaining

infrastructure and operating a deep mine have been common practice in UK coal
mining. Such liaison cannot in itself however be relied on to avoid the occurrence of
damage to the turbines but would assist in designing and incorporating preventive
measures and remedial measures.

24. Monitoring of ground movements on and between the turbines is essential as part
of the liaison and remediation planning process. Similarly, such monitoring cannot
in itself or in combination with liaison between the mine andwind farm operators
be relied on to avoid the occurrence of damage to the turbines but would assist in
designing and incorporating preventive measures and remedial measures.



Areas of DisDute with Wind Ventures UK Ltd.

25. Whilst every effort was made to come to an agreement on all the technical issues
raised by this planning appeal a number of areas still remain in dispute with Wind
VenturesUK Ltd.

26. It is agreed between Energybuild Ltd and Neath Port TalbotCounty Borough Council
that the following are the main technical issues which require further investigation

and agreement and if not resolved prior to the Inquiry, wil be in dispute at the
Inquiry:

a) Identification of the specific tolerance of the wind farm design;

b) Implications of the findings of a site investigation which is not proposed to be

carried out by WV until after planning consent is obtained;
c) Abilty of the proposed design features/remedial works to adequately protect

against the predicted levels oftilt caused by mining induced subsidence.

K M MacAndrew, Golder Associates

(on behalf of Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council

... .....~................,...................,

o C Wílshaw~ Wardell IIristrong .....~.:,ß:..~L......................"..

(on behalf of Energybuild)

Date ........!.~....~t..!!.:?.~,.í.............


